
Frameworks

Languages

Aug 18' - Oct 19’

Collaborated with a designer to develop a new design library and rebranded 
visuals for SK-II's website in preparation for the 2021/2022 Olympics.
Led the development of a design-focused website for BMS, with a particular 
emphasis on creating engaging animations and dynamic visuals.
Coordinated with an external team from Mindtree to develop a website for 
SK-II, playing a key role in building prototypes to convey design ideas.
Employed React, Next, and Vue frameworks to build dynamic and responsive 
web projects.
Utilized APIs like Canvas, WebGL, and RAF to create visually compelling and 
interactive experiences.

Senior Engineer
HUGE
Nov 19' - Feb21’

Led efforts to rebrand and visualize the future of Dell’s website, overseeing the 
ideation and development of design concepts and prototypes.
Built engaging, design-focused web experiences utilizing the Three.js 
framework, as well as APIs such as WebGL, Canvas, and WebXR, to create 
dynamic and immersive user interfaces.
Led a team as the frontend engineer in building an interactive wall that tracks 
and manages user positions, IDs, and interactions using a variety of sensors 
and technologies including LIDAR, Kinect, Zed2, AI, ML, OpenCV, and various 
tracking mechanisms.
Collaborated on the development of 2D interfaces and shaders using Unity 
and GLSL for the 2022 CES DLLS concept booth, enhancing the overall visual 
experience.

Technologist
Dell Technologies - EIG
May 21' - Current

Experience



Awards.Projects.Stuff

Fullstack Developer working with taskrunners, preprocessors and the 
Kanban methodology, ensuring effective communication and transparency.
-

Created websites with semantically correct code that is documented 
using JSDocs
-

Participated in client meetings to provide technical input-
Prototyped and built installations based on Adobe AIR and Unity working with 
hardware such as Leap, Kinect
-

Interaction Developer
Section
Jan 12' - Dec 15'

Ideation and execution of installation works with Adobe AIR for Monetary 
Association of Singapore
-

Freelance Interaction Developer
MultiMedia People
Jun 15' - Dec 15'

Contracted to build and maintain websites for Zespri, Telenor Group 
and Tiger Beer
-

Collaborated with other in-house developers using SVN tools, 
participating in scrums
-

Worked with frameworks such as Wordpress and Laravel in order to quickly 
build CMS'able websites
-

Freelance Interaction Developer
The Secret Little Agency
Feb 16' - Oct 16'

Experience


